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Why interactive films? 

“allow the exploration of the personal experience through a story” 

“Use mixed media to deliver a relatable narrative to encourage empathy 

with people living with or groups affected by HIV”

Interventions designed to reduce HIV stigma should be developed and 

delivered in partnership with people living with HIV. 

Experiences of delivering interactive theatre to 

facilitate discussions and to address  HIV stigma

Evidence reviews



How the films were made. 

Appointment 
of director  

and 
consultant 

Interviews 
and focus 

groups with 
PLWHIV

Draft 
storyboards 
and scripts

Story and 
script 

reviews with 
PLWHIV

Final script 
and medical 

review

Filming and 
editing 



Output

Kwame and Nabil 

Four interactive films were 
produced exploring issues around 
 telling someone you have HIV in a 

relationship
 late diagnosis
 Dating
 and abuse in relationships





Hosting of films 

 YouTube  Terrence 
Higgins Trust 
website 



Promotion 

 Films were promoted via advertising on social media platforms to reach 
people at scale and times convenient to them. 

 We have been using the films in workshops



 Using interactive videos storytelling and drama can be effective to
reach and engage people disproportionately affected by HIV stigma.

 Advertising is essential to maximise reach and engagement.

 People reflected that the interactive nature of the films made them
reflect more on the themes than if the films had not been interactive.
While storytelling approaches can be useful, practitioners need to
think of ways to engage viewers more than just passively.

Lessons 



Results* 

 87,661 people landed on the first 
scene of a film with an  average 27% 
watching to the end of a story 

 3,565 social media reactions, 
comments and shares  

 101 self tests ordered – 59 of these 
by BA’s

 692 referrals to HIV testing 
information  pages and test finder 

 6,971 looked at other pages on 
Terrence Higgins Trust’s site.

First three films Final film 
 32,647 page views on the first 

scene of the film

 Impressions: 1,057,881

 Reach: 188,962

 Clicks: 43,148

 Ave. CPC: £0.16

 Ad video plays: 374,421

 Ad video completes: 164,459

 Total end views: 1,467



Feedback

“@thtorguk Just watched Josh and Simone’s 

story on YouTube and did each possible choice. 

Thanks for that. I didn’t know much about HIV 

before and I’ve learnt a lot just from that story” -

User feedback on Twitter 

“Well done! The video clip is spot on and  it’s 

educational”- user feedback on Facebook 

“Secrets r no good but 

at the same time, 

disclosure carries so 

many risks. Difficult 

situation isn’t it” - User 

feedback on Facebook



 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwspbA2qeKI4ULrmaJ4FfOm
OY2VM_G5RL

 https://www.tht.org.uk/our-work/community-projects/their-story-your-
choice

Fancy a small demo? 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwspbA2qeKI4ULrmaJ4FfOmOY2VM_G5RL
https://www.tht.org.uk/our-work/community-projects/their-story-your-choice

